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Editorial

NEW

Hope for Positive Action
The Legislative Study Committee,
contrary to popular belief, is not a body
composed exclusively of ogres seeking to
destroy educational processes at UNM.
In fact, there may still be a few faint
glimmers of hope for positive and
constructive action from the committee if
several changes are m(lde in its attitudes and
methods.
With the exception of state Sen. George
Koran, R-Bernalillo, the committee listened
graciously and attentively to testimony from
a variety of UNM students in Santa Fe
Saturday. This obvious desire to listen is
commendable but the committee rt:rust do
much more than listen before many citizens
and students will look upon it as other than
a group of naive politicans looking for votes.
First and probably foremost, the
committee must educate itself firsthand.
This will necessitate a move away from the
speculative, detached posture the committee
presently assumes and a move toward
firsthand, personal contact with our
University, not as a group but as individuals.
Legislators must begin to rely on concrete,
factual information about the generally
benign activities at the University rather
than hearsay and sensationalism. They must

Bema

make extended visits to our University and
meet our students before their actions (if
any) will warrant respectability.
Secondly, isolated cases of a sensational
nature must be abandoned as indicative of
regular activity at UNM. The committee has
already wasted immense time on Lenore
Kandel and the nude antics of Jim Turrieta.
If they are really interested in being a
positive force for good in solving our
problems (which we have already gone far in
solving) real contact with the University
must be made.
Perhaps all of this could be avoided if the
committee made trips to Berkeley,
Wisconsin, or Maryland. This would break
the provincial framework in which the
committee works, and the legislators, after
visits to the above mentioned campuses,
might find themselves applauding UNM
instead of inspecting it.
Realistically, prospects for success look
dim. Several members of the committee are
very obviously set in their ways and the
others may well be too. But with some real
overtures of good faith and sincere interest
from the committee chances for success
would be greatly enhanced.
Michael Blake

McGovern-Hatfield Amendment

Bema "is unsolicited, signed guest editorial opinion.

By LAWRENCE CARLISLE,
BOB HOGREFE, STEVE POOL
'l'his is a statement of the
McGovern-Hatfield amendment to
the McGovern-Church resolution
which is now before the U.s:
Senate. A vote should be taken on
the amendment in the near future.
We, as students, as draft eligible
individuals, and most important,
as citizens of the United States,
should take heed of this
amendment.
The past. two weeks have seen a
surge of unrest and dissatisfaction
with the present foreign policy,
especially with regard to
Indochina. At our University a
strike was called in protest of this
policy. It was peacefully held and
several UNM oriented results were
obtained, notably the formation
of Amistad, the Free University.
Other strikes were called at
over one-third of the college
campuses throughout the country,
with vatying degrees of violence
and results. No immediate result
on the demand which instigated
these strikes was seen, however.
We were still at war in Indochina.
The greatest internal unrest since
the Civil War had seen no
response. Senators Church
(D·Idaho), McGovern (D·South
Dakota), Hatfield (D·Oregon), and
Hughes (D·Iowa) recognized that
the anti-war movement was no
longer a small radical minority,
but an all inclusive vocal segment
of America-large enough to
dispel the rumor of a vast Silent
Majority.
They have taken an
unprecedented action aimed
primarily at ending this
increasingly senseless war, with a
side effect of preventing any
similar siutation from occurring,
and censuring President Nixon for
his dictatorial handling of the
Cambodian situation. This
probably is the most important
bill to be introduced into Congress
in our lifetime, for if it is defeated
the "due process" reasoning will
have been shut down-leaving
moderates with no answer to the
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radical violent element. The
future would be very ominous
indeed.
As citizens who oppose the
war, and most certainly every
striker in our protest, we are
obligated to vocally and
physically support this
amendment. It is the culmination
of years of anti-war activity, of
strikes, and unfortunately, of
many injuries and a few needless
deaths. We must not let all this
effort be in vain. There are
petitions circulating around
campus supporting this
amendment. Sign them. If
applicable, note by your signature
that you are over 21, for a
congressman will listen better if
he knows his job is at stake. Send
postcards and/or telegrams to
your congressmen-the only
address necessary is his name, U.S.
Senate or U.S. House of
Representatives, Washington, D.C.
Rap with your friends and parents
and get them to do the same.
Several groups are canvassing the
city by foot and phone-join
them-they can be reached
through Amistad. But above all,
be sure your senators and
representatives know your stand
on the matter.
When the bill is finally voted
on-note how your senators cast
their votes, and act accordingly in
the upcoming election. Many are
up for reelection, and face stiff
challenges in both the primaries
and and the general election from
antiwar candidates. Support those
who oppose the war openly and
vocally, and be sure to vote in
both the primary and general
election. Support especially those
who give a definite timetable for
ending the war. Even if the bill is
defeated now it may pass with a
new Senate. But this is our last
opportunity through "due
process;" the next election is not
for two years, and this is too long
to continue with this inane war.
Support the amendment and

peace candidates-openly and
actively-we must win this time.
Text of the McGovern-Hatfield
amendment:
(a) Unless the Congress shall
have declared war, no part of any
finds appropriated pursuant to
this act or any other law shall be
expended in Vietnam after
December, 1970 for any purpose
arising from military conflict;
provided that funds may be
expended as required for the safe
and systematic withdrawal of all
U.S. military personnel, the
termination of U.S. military
operation, the provision of
assistance to South Vietnam in
amounts and for purposes
specifically authorized by the
Congress, the exchange of
prisoners, and the arrangement of
asylum for Vietnamese who might
be physically endangered by the
withdrawal of U.S. military
forces, Withdrawal of U.S.
military personnel from Vietnam
shall be completed no later than
June 30, 1971 unless the Congress
by joint resolution approves a
finding by the president that an
additional stated period of time is
required to insure the safety of
such personnel during the
withdrawal process.
(b) Unless Congress shall have
declared war, no part of any funds
appropriated pursuant to this act
or any other law shall be extended
after Dec. 31, 1970 to furnish to
Laos any military advisers, or to
support military operations by the
forces of the United States or any
other country in or over Laos,
(c) Unless the Congress shall
have declared war, no part of any
funds pursuant to this act or any
other law shall be expended after
30 days after the date of
enactment of this act to furnish
Cambodia any defense article or
any military assistance or military
advisors, or to supply military
operations by the forces of the
United States or any other
country in or over Cambodia.

Casey Church
Holly Beckley
Paul Fleck
Anne O'Brien, Everett Robinson, Judy Lindsey, Sandy Schauer,
Pam Burgenheim, Carolyn Babb
. Su:! Major, Barbara Morgan, Lin Morgan, Clark Jermain, Frank
Martinez, Robert Hlady, Charles Andrews, Susan Stern, Buffie
Lancaster, Eric Lucas, Shannon Robinson, Mary Jot'l<.> Barth,
Fran Padilla, Pat Wegman, Susan Kilgore, Michael Blake, David
Gagnon
Jean Lindsey, Annette Cordova
Chester Painter, Bob Caruthers, Mike Rowland, Tony Louderbough
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Nine Chosen to Hear BYU Case

Jury Selection Continues
(;)~~~())()~))

~ rMJC~ /wlv1
Some of you obviously weren't stabbed, run over, beat up,
or hit by flying missiles during the recent college hijinks.
Some of you are probably still in school despite attempts to
have all degenerate students bussed home via the course-grade
options. An impressive number will fumble around with the
Free University for awhile in an attempt to keep up the
intellectual image.
Not me by god, I know what's important these days. In
anther three weeks it will be too hot to get out in the sun so
I'm getting my tan now. Getting involved just brings out the
worst in everyone else and with this incident over, maybe a
few people will smarten up and realize that the University is a
place to get an education and not a place to practice anarchy
and communism. The less students who become aware of this
country and beligerent over some of its policies, the less we
will have to deal with such practical men as Ike Smalley and
Merril Taylor via the investigating committee.
Twenty years ago, university students knew their place and
trouble over important issues was kept to a minimum. If a
vice president of these United States would ever have had a
reason to visit a campus he would have been attentively cared
for. When it comes to the situation, as it is today when an
intelligel?-t man (Spiro Agnew) is reluctant to spe~k on any
campus m the nat10n because his opposition will ridicule him
and demand answers to pertinent questions there seems to
be no sense in attempting to communicate ~ith students at
all. The same students of 20 years past, middle Americans of
today, will still emphasize the importance of remaining silent
to the powers that run the country. If those powers weren't
meant to be espousing the ideas they do, then the people
wouldn't have elected them.
It all boils down to a . basic concept that Agnew has
elaborated upon at length. In such a wonderful country and
system as Americans have going for them, why should dissent
be labelled "American." There is no need for dissent.
Those radical students at Kent would be alive today if they
had been sensible enough to keep their mouths shut. The two
killed while changing classes were unfortunate victims wlto
had to pay for the ignorance of hundreds of others who felt
that university attendance was a pass to the right of vocal
dissent.

***
In retrospect, it seems strange the infamous National
Guard and their Stainless Steel Krona Blades didn't rush the
mall from both the south and the north. With several
~undred bewildered students trapped in the middle, that
mept crew would have had more practical training than if
they had spent two months in Indonesia. Instead of stabbing
ne_wsmen, trees, and each other, they could have
sht~hkababbed (Canadian spelling) an entire meu before th<'
~ehghted eyes o.f three dozen decrepit policemen on the east
Side of the Umon. Meanwhile, it would have taken about
t~ree . of those onlooking cops to remedy the original
·
s1tuatwn.

***
John Dresmond, the UNM graduate who had his leg
~olested ~Y an over-zealous Guardsman, is still running a
figure commg close to the national debt· as his blood charges
mount astrono~ically. He is charged $25 per pint th~ugh
donor~ are. credited with .only $10 for the same amount. As
John Is losmg b!ood contmually, he is getting further behind
~s far a~ blood given-blood used is concerned. His condition is
1mprovmg though,
When _Dresmot?-d was stabbed, the bayonet was not
removed m ~. fashwn conducive of Emily Post It was ripped
oud lengt~wise cutting for six inches some imp~rtant muscles
a~ vesse s. Though John's worst crime previously involved
his ~efusal to dress up for Fiesta in the days of the 'ail
~e~Jmgs, ~o~n will pay dearly for visiting the mall t~at
tl ay as e IS not expected to walk again.

Nine jurors have been tentatively selected
to hear the case of four persons charged with
criminal damage to property and disturbing
a lawful assembly at the Brigham Young
University. UNM basketball game February
'28.
District Attorney Alexander Sceresse filed
the charges against Allen F. Cooper 31
William B. Orzen, 27, Larry E. Russell 28,
and Barbara Brown, 22.
' ·'
Just prior to the BYU-UNM game
oil-filled balloons, paper, and other objects
were thrown on the University Arena
playing floor, delaying the game by 40
minutes and damaging the floor. The Feb.
28 game was one in a series of protests by
UNM students against BYU which allegedly
practices racial discrimination.
Early in the session, Alexander Sceresse a
candidate for the Democratic gubernatorial
nomination, was accused of shaking hands
with prospective jurors by Charles Driscoll,
defense attorney for Orzen. Driscoll also
read an American Bar Assn. (ABA)

suggestion that district attorneys seeking
higher office should resign or take a formal
lP.ave of absence.
Sceresse commented that the ABA
suggestion has not yet been adopted and said
he has taken a leave of absence without pay
in order to pursue his campaign. Under
questioning Sceresse admitted speaking with
one potential juror.
District Court Judge Joseph Angel refused
a request by Driscoll to direct Sceresse not
to sit in front of a railing which divides the
spectators from the defendants and their
attorneys. "Mr Sceresse is not on trial "
Angel said.
'
Driscoll also requested that two men from
the Albuquerque police vice and intelligence
division be directed to leave the courtroom.
Angel denied the motion stating the two
men were present at the "court's request."
Selection of the three remaining jurors
will proceed today with the four defense
attorneys and prosecutor questioning each
prospect about his knowledge of the case.

Twenty of the 131 persons arrested in the Union May 8
were found guilty of contempt of court for defying a
district court order but were advised they would receive no
penalty.
The remainder of the contempt cases will be heard over
the next two days.
·
Bernalillo County District Judge Paul Larrazolo declared
the 20 guilty of civil
contempt of court for
refusing to leave the Union in
defiance of an order calling
for the clearing of the
building.
Larrazolo had issued a
restraining order May 8 at
the request of the UNM
Regents. The order enjoined
strikers who had held the
building since Wednesday
immediately after the
University was closed May 6 to clear the premises.
The 131 persons who remained in the building in
defiance of the court order were arrested by State Police at
approximately 6 p.m. on May 8. Soon after the arrests
national guardsmen were deployed around the building.
The persons arrested also face criminal trespass charges
filed by the district attorney, and a state policeman.
Judge John McManus Jr. is set to hear 44 cases today
and judge Larrazolo will hear 50 cases Wednesday.

Contempt
Ruling
Against20
For Sit-In

.

Russell

Orzen

Brown

Cooper

Cargo Explains Guard Call
Gov. Asks Students Advice on U Problems
By BARBARA MORGAN

In a rap session with UNM students
yesterday, Gov. David Cargo explained his
reasoning for authorizing the use of the
national guard on the UNM campus and
urged students to come to the capital to
advise and talk with him about University
problems.
Nine UNM students discussed recent
campus events including the use of the
national guard, formation of the Free
University, and the Legislative University
Study Committee with the governor in an
informal discussion. The meeting originated
tm-~irt,rrr.,1J:::ITJ:iiiilEili!Jf.TI:tL11Ji:SITI:l!:mTILilSiiliJEITJ!i:lil·l:mm:mmr~mi!EIIill!Dl~ITIITr:IT.JIIJI:!!IITI]illiiTIT::m:nnllliiJ!J1~lliT:[ililliTIIililllilifuiii
from a student
government leaders
conference with Cargo two weeks ago when
he encouraged more such discussions.
Positions are open on many of the major
Much of the 90-minute discussion
ASUNM committees including Student Standards
concerned the use and misuse of the national
and Speakers Committees. Application for
guard and subsequent injuries inflicted
committee work must be made immediately so the
during their brief maneuvers outside the
positions can be filled before the next school year.
Union May 8.
Student Standards Committee seeks one
When asked to justify the use of the
permanent member and two alternates.
11ational guard to supplement police actions
Requirements for consideration are junior
on the UNM campus Cargo said he "only
told the national guard to take over action
standing, one year attendance at UNM, and a
on the periphery and let the state police
willingness to assume a two-year committment.
handle the problems."
Applications may be picked up at the ASUNM
Giving anonymous phone calls as the
government offices and are due by Wednesday
reason for putting the national guard on
afternoon.
alert, Cargo said threats to use gasoline to set
A homecoming chairman and students to serve
buildings on fire were received by him and
on the Homecoming Committee are needed. Work
Chwf of State Police, Martin Vigil.
is carried on through the summer, said 'I' om Tabet,
Answering questions put to him by the
Rally Committee chairman.
students about the Legislative University
Discussion leaders for the new student
;,,
Study
Committee, Cargo said he "had a
ol'itmtation program are needed for summPr
!! running battle with the committee" and was
session, fall semeshlr, and spring 1971.
tl challenging all interim committees including
Jennie Ozog, chairman, said diseussion leaders
will eounsel new students in their own field of kl the University Study Committee as bemg
~ unconstitutional."
study with two leaders assigned groups of ten to
B
Cargo said "Allen Cooper's alleged
twenty new students .
g
~ actions" at a speech by Sen. Strom
Applications for both the Homecoming
~ Thurmond were a primary reason why he
Committee positions and the new student
~ signed the bill prolonging the study
orientation program are due Friday, and forms
~ committee's investigation until June 30,
may be picked up in the ASUNM office.
Vacancies on the ASUNM Speakers Committee
~ 1971. He also said, "Cooper doesn't belong
at UNM but is there because of low
and the Popular Entertainment Committee also
academic standards."
need to be filled.
Cargo said he would "try to attend a

ASUNM Gov't Positions Open

'

session of the Free University and continue
informal discussions with UNM students"
wishing to talk with him.
Graduate Student Council vice president
Duke Duquette, was asked by Cargo's aid to
arrange for student meetings with the
governor during the summer. In the fall the
student body presidents will be formed but
discussions with ad hoc student groups on a
bi-weekly basis will continue through the
fall.
The governor said he was anxious to
continue talks with UNM students even
though he said "incidents at UNM have
caused me a lot of political embarrassment."
Granting that it is an election year and Cargo
won't be in the capital to fully realize the.,
potentialities of direct communication between concerned students and the
governor's office, a precedent has been set.
Hopefully many more dialogues between
students and governor, whoever he may be
next term, will continue.

,,

David F. Cargo

•
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KENT, Ohio (UPI)-The four Kent State
University students killed during a riotous campus
demonstration May 4 were struck by military-type
bullets, Portage County Coroner Dr. Robert Sybert
reported Monday.
"The wounds were caused by bullets similar to
. 30·caliber military ammunition," Sybert said.
"Whether these deaths are accidental or homicidal is
Institutional autonomy is the
undetc1·mined and under continuing inquiry at this
keystone
of a university worthy
time."
Sybert's brief autopsy report reiterated what he of the name, UNM Regents
first reported May 6, that "death was caused when President Arturo Ortega told the
i:JNM Phi Beta Kappa chapter at
their vital tissues were interrupted
its annual banquet for initiates
by a missile."
Allison Krause, 19, of Friday.
"We all have a stake in seeing
Pittsburgh; Sandra Lee Scheuer,
20, Youngstown, Ohio; Jeffrey that our universities do not lose
Miller, 19, Plainview, N.Y., and their autonomy, independence,
William K. Schroeder, 19, Lorain, and freedom, either from within
Ohio, were killed when national or.without ... " Ortega said.
The Regents president noted
guardsmen opened fire on a mob
of students. Ten other students that the university, "the
institution on which the very
were wounded,
The autopsy report was issued fabric of our society is dependent,
as Kent State students began finds itself throughout the nation
returning to the campus to pick in a besieged position ... which,
up their possessions. The unless reason prevails, threatens to
university was closed after the erode and destroy its autonomy,
shootings and will not reopen integrity and independence."
Threats to the University's
until the summer session begins
position
are posed by both the
June 22.
Col. J.E.P. McCann, public posRibility of regulation of
information officer for the Ohio internal matters by an outside
National Guard, said his office agency and from students and
would not comment on the report faculty, within a university, who
until it was studied. The FBI also would have it become partisan on
refused to comment on the a particular side of an issue being
coroner's findings, nor would it say when its own debated and considered, he said.
The ability of a university to
ballistics tests would be completed.
recruit
and keep a good faculty,
State Adjutant General S.T. Del Corso has
maintained a sniper fired at the troops before they the hallmark of a fine university,
is largely dependent upon the
opened fire on a group of rock-tossing students.
A doctor who treated one of the wounded maintenance of "an atmosphere
students said he did not believe the youth was shot of freedom and openness of
with a military weapon. There has been no official inquiry," Ortega told the
members of the scholastic honor
p;.;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;~r~e~p~o;r;t;re;;l;e;;;a;;se:d:.-on those wounded.
society. "That this has been a
strength at the University of New
Under 25 Drivers
Mexico was recognized by the
Drivers under 25 were involved visiting committee of the North
in much more than their share of Central (accrediting) Assn.
auto accidents in 1969, according (NCA)"
to a report from The Travelers
''However,'' he continued,
Insurance Companies. One-fifth of "there was serious thought by the
all drivers are under 25, but, the NCA visiting committee with
under-25 group was involved in regard to the apprehension of the
one-third of last year's fatal faculty and students concerning
accidents.
what . was felt to be a threat to
academic freedom and a fear of
Pedestrian Deaths
More than 40 percent of punitive financial measures in
pedestrian deaths in 1969 view of recent developments."
Ortega cited the c;ommittee's
occurred while the pedestrian
1969 report as
in terse
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FACTS-NOT FICTION
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Many of the employees at U.N.M. have asked legitimate questions to which they are entitled
to receive legitimate and truthful answers. We have prepared the following information in an honest
effort to give you straight-forward information:
Question: What will happen to our present benefits should a maiority of those employees voting
vote to be represented by the New Mexico District Council of Carpenters?

•

Answer: We guarantee to you and promise you that you will not lose any benefits that you now enicy, including full seniority rights, and that we will make effort to improve those benefits and see
that they are placed in a written Collective Bargaining Agreement for your protection.
Question: How would promotions be handled under a Collective Bargaining Agreement?
Anwer: We will negotiate a seniority plan that will provide that promotions be made in accordance
with length of service, giving due consideration to individual ability and qualifkations.
Question: If members of the New Mexico District Council of Carpenters vote to strike to obtain better
wages, hours, and worklng conditions in their Building Trades Agreement, would we be required to
engage In the strike?
Answers: We would, of course, encourage and expect you to honor any picket lines established by
our organizationi however, you would not and could not be required to engage in a stri]<e against
U.N.M. because our members voted to strike one or more building and construction contractors.

Qu~1stion: If physical plant workers voted to engage in a strike, would all other departments huve

"Accordingly, the review
committee deems it appropriate
to reiterate the policy of the
North Central Assn. that academic
freedom and tenure such as that
expressed in UNM's Faculty
Handbook and long practiced on
its campus, are fundamental to a
vital learning process and to
maintenance of faculty
scholarship, It is an expectation
and a condition of continued
good standing with· the
association. Therefore, the
committee views with deepest
concern any development by a
public or private group that
interferes with the educational
mission of the institution."
"Of course, I cannot emphasize
too strongly the concern that I
have, and which is shared by the
other Regents, I'm sure, regarding
these threats to the autonomy and
integrity of not only our
University but those in all parts of
the country," Ortega declared.
For many years, he said, the
attacks came from outside the
University, "but now we are faced
with the problem of internal
assaults which also pose a real
threat."
The Regents president said that
when a university becomes a
partisan on one side or another of

Grant Sends Scholars

To

Lawrence Festival

A $15 ,600 grant from the
National Endowment for the
Humanities to UNM will enable
12 of the top D. H. Lawrence
scholars in the world to
participate in the month-long D.
H. Lawrence Festival in Taos this
fall.
The Festival is being organized
by a large number of Taos
citizens, headed by J. P.
Brandenburg and Claire Morrill.
The Festival starts Sept, 30 and
commemorates the 40th
anniversary of the British
novelist's death.
I n c l u d e d in the
commemoration will be panel
discussions with Lawrence.
scholars, movies of Lawrence's
films, exhibitions of memorabilia,
and a wide variety of other
activity.
Joseph B. Zavadil, chairman of
the UNM English department,
announced the National
Endowment for the Humanities
May 14. Zavadil is project director
for UNM's participation in the
program and is assisted by E. W.
Tedlock, Lawrence scholar and
director of UNM's Summer
Lawrence Fellowship program,
and Dudley Wynn, former

THE BEST IN THE
NEWEST & HEAVIEST
SOUNDS

at

Exchange-A·Tape
435 San Mateo NE
look for the orange bldg.

New Mexico Lobo

Answer: The members of our organization do not go on strike unless a maiority of the members
in the unit vote to go on strike. The reason for our request that picket lines be hom,red is based
upon the fact the working individual gains strengh and reasonable working conditions only through
combined efforts with his fellow working men.
Question: Should I vote to be represented by the New Mexico District Council of Carpenters whot
would hoppen, if anything, to the seniority I have accrued to date?
Answer: We will attempt to negotiate a Collective Bargaining Agreement that will give you full
advantage of all seniority you have accrued up to this time so that no seniority or seniority rights
will be lost.
Professional, Maintenance & Service Employees,
local # Affiliated with New Mexico District
Council of Carpenters, AFL-CIO
Gilbert Vigil, Organizer

..

director of the summer program
and now head of the UNM Honors
Program.
Panel discussions and lectures
by the Lawrence scholars will be
Oct. 2·5, near the beginning of the .
Festival, which starts Sept. 30.
Lawrence and his wife Freida
first came to Taos in 1922. In
1924 they moved into the Del
Monte Ranch, now owned by
UNM and established as a shrine
to the author.
A chapel was built on the ranch
property in 1934 and Lawrence's
body was exhumed and cremated
in Marseille and the ashes brought
to the ranch in Taos. They were
placed in the altar of the chapel.
After Freida's death in 1956,
she was buried in front of the
chapel. The stone marker now
over her grave was commissioned
and dedicated by Angelo Ravagli,
whom she married after
Lawrence's death.
Lawrence called his stay in New
Mexico one of the most important
times of his life, His stay in the
small northern community of
Taos assisted in bringing in artists
from throughout the world and
making the quiet town a Mecca
for all types of cr~a tive activity.
Wynn said the large grant to
UNM is part of the National
Endowment's Public program
project "to emphasize the
importance of humanities and art
in our culture."
Among the 12 invited scholars
is the current D. H. Lawrence
Fe 11 ow, Sean Hignett, British
novelist whose "A Picture to Hang
on the Wall" has been translated
into five languages.
The panel discussions and other
activities of the invited scholars
will be video-taped by KNME-TV,
Channel 5.

250.7241

to go on strike against their will?

'

an issue, "be it a burning issue or
not, it loses part of its autonomy,
integrity, and independence to the
search for and dissemination of,
truth which, after all, should be
its loftiest goal and its mission as
an institution of higher leaming,"
He went on to say that his
objection to the assumption of a
· partisan role by a university
"certainly should not be
interpreted as constituting an
objection or denial of the right of
free speech and honest expression
and debate on issues by members
of the university community,"
Ortega cited UNM's strong
policies on the right of free speech
and expression of opinion by
members of its academic
community. But, he said, .these
are not intended to mean that the
University itself, institutionally,
should join the voices of dissent
and become partisan.
The Regent's policies, Ortega
explained, do not inhibit the right
to lawful dissent. He added that
"it should be obvious, without
saying, that under this (rights and
r espo nsibili ties) policy the
Regents oppose dissent of such a
disruptive nature that it does
affect the educational mission of
the University and the right of
thyindividual student to the
pursuit of his education."

..........................................
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WORLD NEWS

Volunteers

By United Press International

American Advisers in Loas

Evaluate

WASHINGTON-The Pentagon acknowledged for the first time
Monday .that American troops acting as advisers may have accompanied
South VIetnamese forces on raids inside Laos.
But the Florida White House said there are no American ground
forces in Laos and "no change in our activities in Laos."

Psychiatric

British Parliament Dissolved

Patients
UNM stud11nt and faculty
members were among 60
vo I unteers participating in
Operation Sparrow, a program to
evaluate more than 400
psychiatric patients at Las Vegas
medical center last weekend.
"The program had a number of
purposes," Ross Snyder of the
department of psychiatry said ..
"Every patient in the hospital was
to receive a behavioral check-up.
Patients in state hospitals tend to
be neglected. We wanted to
encourage people, especially
medical students, to consider the
area of public health as a career."
Enrolled as temporary staff
members of the center, each

LONDO.N-Prim~ Ministe~

Sparrow

volunteer was given an average of
eight patients to evaluate. Two
eastern psychiatrists were guest
speakers who participated in
discussion.
"This was to be both an
educational and practical
experience," Snyder said. "We

UNM participants in Operation
Sparrow at Las Vegas Medical
Center were Jeffrey Ross, Walter
Winslow (top left to right) and
Bert Umland and Ross Snyder
(seated left to right).
had participants from Eastern
New Mexico University and·
Socorro Mining and Technological
School."
Operation Sparrow was part of
activities scheduled at Las Vegas
Medical Center to commemorate
its 80th anniversary.

Senate Committee Recommends Funding

finance OK's Two Legal Aid Bills
In other action, the committee
Senate Finance Committee last
night gave do pass gave a do pass recommendation to
recommendations to two different a $325 allocation for the Student
bills establishing funds for legal Medical Union, popularly known
as MASH, for medical supplies
aid to students.
One bill, introduced by Senator and setting up a drug crisis center.
David Smith, finance committee
Michael Gaffney from MASH
chairman, asks that ASUNM set told the committee the group
up a legal aid fund of $3500, plans to ask for a charter to
which would be administered by a become a permanent campus
student senator, and UNM organization with emphasis on
students Sam Taggard, Sandy helping students with drug
Heide, and Donna Fossum,
The second bill, introduced by
Senators Barbara Brown and Jeff
Taylor, seeks $1000 for defense
counsel for five students presently
facing criminal charges in
connection with incidents at the
flagpole May 6.
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problems.
"We're not competing with the
Health Center. We are not
doctors. We're just trying to meet
a need," he said. He added that
professional medical people have
offered help to the organization.
The committee also gave a do
pass recommendation to a bill
allocating $100 to an ASUNM
committee to investigate charges
of racism at ENMU.

Harold Wilson, riding high on an upsurge
of popularity for Ins governmg Labor party, Monday set June 18 as the
date for new general elections in Britain which he hoped would returrr
him to power for five more years.
A royal proclamation dissolving the old Parliament elected March 31
1966, will be issued May 29, But before that Parliament will be recalled
Ma_Y .26 from its spring recess to complete vital unfinished business.
Th1s mcluded passage of bills to give the government funds and power
to levy taxes.

Nixon Alienating Blacks
. WASHINGTON-A Negro congressman said Monday that President
rights had created an alien3.tion "as deep as it
President and America's Negroes,
Rep. W1lham L. Clay, D·Mo., saying he spoke for the other eight
black House members, made the charge in complaining that Negro
H?use members had been trying unsuccessfully for three months to see
N1xon to try to heal this alienation
"The members of the black cau~us of the House of Representatives
rna~~ known !lt this time 9ur outright disgust with the President's
poliCies and. h1s refusal to giVe us an audience," Clay said in a House
speech and m a longer statement inserted in the Congressional Record.
~1xon's "retreat" on civil
IS dangero~s',' between the

March Mourns Death of 2 Students
JACKSON, Miss.-About 500 Negro youths-several wearing black
arm bands-marched on the governor's mansion in downtown Jackson
Monday to protest the fatal shooting of two black students by highway
patrol officers at Jackson .State College.
The demonstration, which followed massive walkouts by students at
predominantly black public schools, came a few hours before Attorney
General John Mitchell's meeting with local officials over the violence
which erupted last Friday at Jackson State.
School officials said large numbers of black youngsters either failed
to show up or walked out of their classrooms at about a half dozen high
schools and junior high schools.
No major incidents were reported in connection with the boycotts
and an education spokesman said no schools were closed.
'
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'MASH' Might Become Permanent
Health Center officials told
Gaffney they "were not
equipped" to handle the situation.
"We weren't equipped either,"
said Gaffney, "but we still didn't
just close up."
Gaffney said he hopes to set up
a "freak-out center" in Mesa Vista
Hall. It would be an aid station
for people suffering from "bad
trips" on hallucinogenic drugs
such as LSD.
Basically, said Gaffney, the
center would be a place where
people could come to be "talked
down" from frightening drug
experiences. If all else failed, SMU
would arrange to move the patient
to the drug addiction center at
Bernalillo County Medical Center
(BCMC). Gaffney said he hopes
there would be a qualified doctor
present at the freak-out center
who could administer drugs to
calm the patients without having
to send them to a hospital.
SMU will start seminars on drug
~~
abuse
for UNM, the community at
*""
large,
and especially high schools.
~
"Establishment" views of drugs
~
will not be used in the program.
People who use marijuana know
most of what police and parents
tell them about it is simply not
true, said Gaffney.
He estimates it will take a
month to start the program.
Screening Clinics
0 th er plans for the future
include "screening clinics" where
people who cannot afford doctors
'
-----~-- ..
can receive free examinations. The
.
idea is to help find diseases before
,
I
they become serious. Gaffney said
ll .
!
; . . . \.;,J.-r-..J
the program might start next fall.
S M U has no political
"
affiliations. The only purpose is
helping sick and injured people
which was demonstrated during
the strike by the fact that student
A UNM coed receives care for medics were helped by a Green
an injured finger from an attentive Beret medic in uniform, said
·
MASH volunteer at their present Gaffney,
MASH units coordinated their
Mesa Vista headquarters.

substitute for the Student Health
Center."
The Student Health Center,
said Gaffney, "failed completely"
during the recent strike. The
evening the Air Force ROTC
building was taken over, Gaffney
and some friends tried to find
someone who could give- them
medical supplies there, but
discovered the building was
locked.
No one responded to the
emergency buzzer at the rear
entrance or continued knocking at
the door, he said.
Health Center Study
SMU has submitted a resolution
to ASUNM Senate asking for "a
full investigation into the recent
blatant failure of the student
Health Center to respond to
student needs in an emergency
situation."
'""~--·~"··---
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On Duty
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contact Clark in the geology
department,

SRA Goals

The Students for Responsible
Action (SRA) Thursday outlined
policy for the newly formed
organization.
The group announced its
advocacy of the "teo aching,
discussion, and research" function
of the University, and its support
of E,ric Nelson, ASUNM president
"providing he is both responsive
and responsible to all groups
within the University committee."
Benefit
The group said it would
A benefit for the Augustin
Gurule scholarship fund will be support the Free University "to
held at the Newman Center May the extent" it was concerned with
24. Tickets are $1 for aduli;G and the academic function of the
75 cents for students with a UNM University.
The SRA has offices in Mesa
ID,
Tickets and additional' Vista Hall, Publicity director is
information are available from the Emmelience Schreiner.
Luther House, 242·0607.

The MASH crew were on duty
throughout campus events of last
week offering medical aid and
skill to victims.

Student Art

Seashore Geobiology

Cheesecake

Even photographers are not
immune to having their pictures
taken. An alert Lobo
photographer captured Mary Ellen
Hancock and subject, Linda
Leftfield.

SOX Elections

.

MIRAGE II
·•

A program by the l,'NM Folk
Dance Club and Israeli folk singer
Osnat Paz will be presented in
honor of Israeli Independence
Day tonight at Temple Albert.
The program is co-sponsored by
Hillel and the Albuquerque Jewish
community.
The program will begin at 7:30
p.m. Admission is $1 for adults,
and 50 cents for children. Temple
Albert is located at 1006 Lead
S.E.

-~
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Israeli Independence
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Carnpus Briefs

UNM Student Medics Earn Praise During Strike
By BOB HLADY
The. only thing that kept people
from dying Friday when the·
national guard came to UNM was
MASH, said Leonardo
Garcia-Bunuel, assistant professor
of psychiatry and faculty sponsor
of the newly organized Student
Medical Unit (SMU).
S M U is headed by Mike
Gaffney, a senior majoring in
biology and chemistry and a
member of the ,Army National
Guard.
The name MASH was given to
student medics by other students
during the strike. The name was
taken from "M.A:.S.H.," (Mobile
Army Surgical Hospital) a film
about medics in an Army field
hospital.
Now that the strike is over,
Gaffney and about 30 members of
SMU are trying to establish
themselves permanently "as a

'
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Two UNM coeds have been elected president and vice
president of the campus chapter of Sigma Delta Chi
.(SDX), professional journalism society.
Holly Beckley, a senior journalism and English major,
was elected chapter president, with Susan Stern, a junior
journalism major, serving as vice president. Both are from
Albuquerque. Everett Robinson, a junior journalism major
from Sierra Vista, Ariz., was elected secretary.
Miss Beckley and Mrs. Stern are among the' first women
across the country elected as campus chapter officers in
the society's 60-year history. SDX last year voted to
accept women in its membership.
SDX is a professional organization of men and women
in journalism with a membership of over 20,000.

Honorary Degrees Set
For 78th Graduation
A distinguished woman
photographer, a Navajo linguist,
and an internationally renowned
chemist will receive honorary
doctorates during the 78th
commencement exercises at UNM
Friday, June 5, in the University
Arena.
Nominated for honorary
degrees are Laura Gilpin, William
Morgan, and Reuben Gustavson.
Miss Gilpin has published four
books which document in
photog-taphs the people and the
land of the Southwest in a period
of cultural transition, preserving
on film traditions and customs,
and showing the reaction of
ancient peoples to new ways.
Her latest book, "The Enduring
Navajo," published in 1968, has
drawn critical acclaim.
Miss Gilpin has been a resident
of Santa Fe for many years
William Morgan, a Navajo, since
1937 has worked as a linguist,
translator and teacher, and has
worked on the phonology and
structure of the Navajo language.
With Robert Young, honored by
UNM last year, Morgan developed
the ability to read and write his
language in a phonetk alphabet.
This produced a grtmmar and
gloSMry of Navajo entitled "The
Navajo Language".
Morgan is a member of the
teachin.g staff at Na'l7ajo
Community College, where he
teaches the Navajo language.
Gustavson, now adviser to the

president of the University of
Arizona, was president and
executive director of resources for
the future in Washington, D.C.
from 1953 to 1959.
He was president of Denver
University from 1943 to 1954 and
vice president and dean of
faculties at Chicago University
from 1945 to 1946. He became
chancellor of Nebraska University
from 1946 until heading resources
for the future.
David Riesman, has been the
Henry Ford II professor of social
sciences at Harvard since 1958.
His research interests have
included civil liberties and the
social psychology of defamation,
extensive writings in personality
and cultme, a study of aging and
development, and the present
state of American higher
education.

Foreign Car
Specialist•
Repair & Maintenance
On All Foreign Cars
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Experience
Free Estimates
265-5901
333 Wyoming N.E.

An intensive course on
geobiology of the seashore will be
offered by the UNM
Undergraduate Seminar Program
Aug. 30 through Sept. 6.
The course, scheduled to be
taught by Dr. George R. Clark of
geology, will be at the Kerckhoff
Marine Laboratory of the
California Institute of
Technology, Corona del Mar, Cal.
Students will officially enroll
for the course next fall, but
preliminary enrollment and fee
payment are required now.
Preliminary enrollment will begin
Monday and run through May 29.
Clark received his doctorate
from Cal Tech and has been
working on mollusk shell
characterisitics as environmental
indicators. He was on a National
Science Foundation Traineeship
for three years at Cal Tech and is
a member of several scientific
societies, including the Society of
Limnology and Oceanography.
The course carries with it one
credit hour, as do all the USP
classes. Interested persons should

The a11nual exhibition of
selected works by students of the
UNM art dept. opening May 24
and running through June 14 will
be in the art museum of the fine
arts center. The museum will be
open from 2-5 p.m.

Senior Recital
Mezzo-soprano Susan Blatz wiil
give a senior recital Sunday
evening at 8:15 in the Popejoy
Recital Hall.
Her selections will be by Bach,
Brahms, Schubert, Stravinsky, and
Faure,
Also participating will be Greg
Mathews, Marie Brasher, Barbara
Fisher, Janet Fuller, Tim Ruiz,
Victor Sirwinski, Tom Schrandt,
David Wolfgang, Lynn Loomis,
Eph Ehly, George Colear, Patrick
Robinson, and Frank Brewster.
The recital is free.

Math Colloquium
George Pimbley, mathematician
from Los Alamos, will address a
UNM department of mathematics
coUoquium today at 3:30 p.m. in
room 1 04 of Marron Hall.

Pimbley's talk, on secondary
bifurcation of Eigensolution
branches with Hammerstein's
operator, is free and open to all
interested persons.

Excessive Speed

Exees~ive

speed was the major
factor in 1969's tragic highway
record, according to an annual
survey by The Travelers Insurance
Companies. More than 56,000
persons were killed last year, and
more than 4,700,000 injured.
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Tuesday, May 19
Civil Liberties Union; Union
Theater;_;l.1:30 a.m. '
Free u class: Ecology; Union, room
231·CiD; 1:30 p,m,
RaJ y Committee and Pep Council;
Union room 253; 4 p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega; Union, :room
250-A; 7 p.m.
Spurs• Union, room 231 A·C· 7 p.m.
Blue Key; Union, room 231-b: 7:30
p.m.
Chaaka; Union, room 250-B; 7:30
p.m.
Students for Environmental Action;
Union, room 250·0; 7:30 p,m.
Students Standards; Union, room
230; 7:30p.m.
YAF; Union, room 231-E; 7:30 p,m.
Interfraternity Council; Union,
room 253• 8 p.m.
Fellowship of Christian Athletes;
Union, room 250 D·E: 9 p.m.

Patronize Lobo Advertisers

"Der biggest name in
Hot Dogs"

4201 Central N.E. 265-74HJ
5810 Menaul N.E. 268-4147
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848

THE UNDERGRADUATE SEMINAR PROGRAM
Classes limited to 15 students. Special early registration. First come, first served. Grading
system: A (counts in grade-point average), or CR (credit), or NC (No credit). CR a11d NC do not
count in g.p.a. All rourses are for one-hour of credit.
BROCHURES CONTAINING FULL DESCRIPTIONS OF THE COURSES, TIMES THEY ARE
SCHEDULED TO MEET, AND REGISTRATION INSTRUCIONS WILL BE AVAILABLE IN
THE U.S.P. OFFICE, HONORS CENER, ON MAY 25.

Courses Offered in Semester I (Fa !I). 1970-71
Humanities Area
Experimental Drama Group-Franklin Dickey (English)
Problem Solving-Ronald Eichorn (Architecture)
The Electronic Gospel and Environmental Theology-Harry D. Johns (United Ministries Counseling Center)
The Space Class-Gerald Johnson (Art) [Student Initiated course]
The Idea of Love, Past and Present-George B. Miller, Jr. (Library) [Student Initiated course]
Literature into Film: The Process of Artistic Transformation-Fred Warner (English)
Science AreaGeobiology of the Seashore-George R. Clark II (Geology)
Technology, Urbanization, and Human Values-M. M. Cottrell (Civil Engineering)
The Biological Basis for Humor Individuality-Or. Robert Loftf1eld (School of Medicine-Biochemistry)
Human Sexuality-Or. Jack McCabe (Student Health Center)
Parapsychology and Psychic Phenomena-Donald Skabelund (History)
Geology and the Human Environment-Lee A. Woodward (Geology)
Social Science AreaIndians and the Law-Robert Bennett and Frederick Hart (Law) [Student Initiated course]
Applied Interdisciplinary Approaches to Developmc•nt-Arthur Blumenfeld (lSRAO)
Nonviolence-Joanna de Keyser (Music) and William Zimmer (Math.) [Student Initiated
course]
Is There o Black Psycholagy?-Karf Koenig and John M. Rhodes (Psychology)
Interpersonal Awareness: Self and Others-Or. Robert J. McCarthy (School of MedicinePsychiatry)
Chairman Mao-Jonathan Porter (History) [Student Initiated course]
Man, the State, and Theories of Low-Robert W. Walker (Law)

.
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Letters Express Views
From Low to High

Chuck Milne

Hugh Hackett

Bob Faford

To the Editor:
How I envy you, Charles
Beckel! Overnight, the Big
Brother Liberator has elevated
you from the lowliest level of a
Boy Scout (Lobo, May 11) to the
highest grade of Liberation (Lobo,
May 14).
With shudder and anxiety,
biting my fingernails, and losing
sleep, I await the verdict of such
other lowly parasites of our
society as engineers who learn to
build roads, harness sources of
nature for man's benefit; medical
students who learn how to cure
ailments; all these, 0 Most
Reverend Brother of Liberation,
will they, too, deserve the lofty
redemption of your liberation, or
(perish the thought!) will be
denounced forever?
Please, 0 please, do not delay
your divine judgment any longer!.
For, while we,-parasites as we
are-do nothing constructive for
the betterment of our society,
you, Supreme Judge of Society,
continue to shower us with your
abundance of words.
S. Karni

Larry Minarsich

Lobo Teams Were Good But Not Great
(Editor's note: This is the last
of a series summarizing the three
sports seasons of 1969·70.)
The spring sports picture

OKIE'S
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capped off what had been a
mediocre sports year with more
mediocrity. All of the four major
teams -had good years and each
compiled a winning record. But in
the ar2as that counted-mainly in
WAC competition-each fell
without recognition.
The fate of the baseball team
was sealed during the first series
of the season, played in El Paso
against the UTEP Miners. The
252·~
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Across from j0bnron G)mnasium

PM

Central At University
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Miners beat the Lobos two out of
three, and although it was a
non-conference encounter, the
Miners maintained that ratio of
wins-losses for the entire nine
games (six WAC). The Miners
finished last in the Southern
Division but the four wins they
took from the Lobos in the
conference cost UNM a
championship.
The team's problem came with
their mound staff. Jim Kremmel
(9·4) was the only regular who
could keep his ERA under three
with a 2.95. Most of the Lobo
wins came when the sluggers
outslugged the opposition, and
rarely by the pitching dual type.
The team finished out the year
with a very respectable 27·18
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record, but their 9·9 WAC slate (.319) were the other members of
was only good enough for a tie for the .300 club.
Ironically, Arizona emerged on
second with last year's champions,
top of the Southern Division last
Arizona State.
Rick Laub played a steady 44 weekend. Arizona was the one
out of 45 games behind the plate team that the Lobos had no
but all the other positions were a trouble with, beating the Wildcats
daily toss-up. Minarsich played six five out of six, one on a no-hitter
different positions and everyone by Kremmel. It was five losses to
else had to be versatile if he UTEP that deprived Leigh of his
expected to crack coach Bob first divisional championship.
But towards the end of April
Leigh's lineup. Leigh had four
the Lobos found out what the
.300 hitters to juggle around, and
he tried out players at all WAC really had to offer when
positions. Ken Johnson, a capable they ran against Arizona State.
fielder at shortstop and a .309 They lost by 87·57, and some of
hitter, often found himself at the Lobos best competitors were
second base or the outfield while beaten. Ervin Jaros lost in the
shot put, Ulf Johansson could not
Leigh inserted a new face.
touch ASU's Mark Murro in the
Besides Minarsich and Johnson,
Bob Faford (.345) and Rick Wicks javelin, and early season sensation
Chuck Steffes was outjumped in
the long jump.
The team sent a successful
delegation to the San Antonio
Relays but then met the UTEP
Miners, who eventually won the
WAC championship. The boys
from El Paso gave the Lobos a
sample of their power and beat
the Lobos by 29 points.
With two losses-to WAC teams,
the chances loolced dim for coach
Hugh Hackett to win his fifth
WAC crown. Last weekend in Salt
Lake City UTEP ran away with
everything. They racked up 199
points as compared to the Lobos'
58 1/3, which was only good for
fourth place. UNM took no
individual WAC titles either, and
only Johansson and Ulf Nilsson
managed second places.
The tennis team story was a
carbon copy of the track. 'l'he
team started out strong and Van
Hill looked better than ever. They
smashed through their early
opponents and had a respectable
record (12·5), as they headed
towards Utah. Last week before
the championships they lost to
BYU and Utah to set the stage for
the WAC meet.
ln the championships, the first
round went well but the second
round was disaster. F:~n~~· ul)l..o
pl-.yc ,. was eliminated .
The golf team had some high
individual finishers in their
tourne.ments but finished a distant
fifth in Salt Lake City. Chuck
Milne was the highest on the list
for the Lobos in 15th place.

o.m I rqck.in.s
Up pomis W'tth my
swee.i bc..by in this
handsome tuxedo
I rented at
'I
S1 on's!
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In the Dark

To the Editor:
While I am not currently
majoring in engineering, I am
enrolled in EE 538, a graduate
level computer course taught
within the department of
electrical engineering. Consider
the following facts concerning the
actions of the course instructor,
Prof. Ronald DeVries, during the
recent campus conflict.
Fact one: Even though the
University was officially closed
and classes suspended by order of
President Heady and Governor
Cargo, Prof. DeVries elected to
hold classes on Wednesday, May
6, and Friday, May 8.
Fact two: Prof. DeVries passed
out homework problems during
these classes which he
subsequently collected for
grading. The fact that students
(like myself) who did not attend

I
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Ending the War

Amendment Canvassing
To the Editor:
•
The New Mexico Committee
for the Amendment to End the
War, a group of concerned
students and citizens from the
community are conducting a
telephone canvass to gain support
for the McGovern-Hatfield
amendment to the Military
Authorization Bill.
The committee is attemptig to
contact everyone in the
Albuquerque phone book: 300
pages of names. Canvassers
explain the amendment, ask if the
person supports or approves of it,
and urges supporters to write or
wire Senators Montoya and
Anderson.
A list of peace supporters will
be obtained from this canvas
which will be useful for further
peace activities. Attempts are also
being made to start telephone
canvassers in other parts of t.he
state. Neither Montoya nor

')tZ'hi:J·-

.

To the Editor:
Recently the precinct and ward
officials of the Democratic party
in Senate District 38 held a
meet-the-candidates meeting at
Jefferson Junior High. Over 60
party officials, and many
candidates, were present.
A resolution was passed at this
meeting, with only two opposing
votes, urging our senators to
support and work for the
McGovern-Hatfield amendment to
cut off money for the Indochina
war. I believe many readers of The
Lobo would be interested to
know that large numbers of
Albuquerqueans are supporting
this bill, as our best hope of
forcing the president to end. this
disastrous war.
Charles S. Williams

I am a lover of freedom, but
not the kind that means a
dictatorship of the few over the
many. Therefore, I symbolically
burn my degree, because a degree
in philosophy from an institution
such as UNM is becoming, is not a
liberal reflection of the world's
wisdom, but has the same status
as a degree in philosophy from the
University of Havana or Peking
and it isn't worth the paper it'~
written on.
Margaret Pepin

NON AFFILIATED STUDENTS

motorcycles

Get Active-1 mmediotely At ..•

Soles • Service • Parts
BSA-J.A WA· Brk·gestone

Guild Arts Theatre
3405 Centro] N.E.

HUSQVAR~A-BliLTACO

PENTON
8206 Lomas Blvd NE

256-9444

\··.... ·....k~py

Abdication of Voice

Only $1.50

Noon til Midn ile

k~rner

High Speed XEi!OX COPIES-Be-No Limit
special rates for dissertations-required paper suppliod free
loeation• in Win rock Center,
SIMMS BUILDING other
National Building & 120 Madeira NE
~
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Nominate and Elect
Denis Cowper
The only qualified REPUBLICAN for
DISTRICT JUDGE POSITION 8
20 years experience in the District Court
UNM Graduate Lew 1950
UNM Parent Past, Present, and Future (I hope)
"Times Change The laws"
Paid for by Cowper for Judge Comrn.
Aveline Gutierrez treas.

GRAB BAG SPECIAL
12 SINGLES FOR 96¢
PLUS

OLDIES BUT GOODIES
YOUR CHOICE
ONLY

19¢

NO LIMIT

DISCOUNT IMPORTS
RECORDS AND PHONOS
ACROSS FROM THE
KIMO THEATRE

418 Central S.W.- PH. 243-5566

ENGLISH

~

MUST SELL I Bass Guitar nnd Amp $300
($650 value). 243-7397. 5/20.
1067 VW Convcrtnblo In excellent condition. Good tires. New bntte,.y. $1,376.
256·7472. H/20
•
USED •rEN SPEEDS and other bicycles.
345·2223. 5/20
1967 SIMCA-rour dool'-t:Ood condition.
Great on mllcngc-$31i0. Cal!. 842·9874,

COAT and
TROUSERS
$6.50

~

JOETURNEY

To the Editor:
I sometimes think that in their
zeal for supporting the president
the so-called "silent majority"
have abdicated to him their own
responsibility for thinking and
acting as all civilized men are
charged by their Creator to think
and act.
It is difficult to believe that
man was given mind and
conscience in order that he might
elect another man to know and
judge in his place. Yet 1
continually hear the voice of the
"silent majority" raised in a vulgar
parody of the Lord's
Prayer-directed to the palace of
't Ceasar."
CLASS I FlED ADVERTISING
Our Father, which art in
WHERE:
J'ournnllsm
Dulldlng.
Room
Washington,
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini·
159, n!ternooll!l pre!crnbly or mail.
mum ($1.40) per Umc r1m. It nd Is to
Nixon by thy name.
run five or more cono~ullve dnYS with
ClnMified
Advertl•lnll:'
Thy
kingdom come. Thy wjll
no chnns:ro the rate I• reduced to 5c
UNM 1'.0. Dox 20
per word nod the minimum number of
b~
done.
Albu<!ucrquc, N.M- 87106
words to 10.
In Nam as it is in Cambodia.
TERMS: l',.yment mUJJt be mndo in ruU prlor to inocrUon o! advertisement.
Give us this day our daily
assurance,
SLEEK 1068 VW Deluxe Scdnn, rnd!o/
And forgive us our doubts as
1)
PERSONALS
heater. $126 under boolt. 299·9463. li/20
we forgive thy falsehoods against
EPICUREANISMYFind out with carpet.
J,JFFr--l'SYCHOTIC. Fudd nnd Funk, l
us.
nm enta.ntle1l in environment-your
CnU 242·6396. 5/20
!ruder. G/20
And lead us not into a just
1961 STUDEBAKER LARK. Stnndard
A\\t LOO'_,:K~I;;N::,G,.-,:F:-::0-::R-un--:(U-rn~is:-hc-:d;-ch;-o-ll!l-e-:or
trnnsmi!Jsion, six cylindert goOd condi.. peace,
tion, clean. Asldng saoo.oo. 21i6·74.72.
large apartment to rent or sublease beBut deliver us from decision,
ginning June 28. Write Dr. David Lnr5/20
For thine is the White House,
con, 1Z1U Ell!lt 63rd Street, Chicago,
FOR SALE: Dlnck nnd white prints of
lllinoio 60616. G/20
therefore the right house.
l.fny 8th pence march nnd X'tliiY, ·also
notice ::md NutlonBI Guard occupation of
DRIVING TO CONNECTICUT. Need
Forever and ever,
comoonc to shnrc expense:~, driving. 268...
UNM. 842-5.418. 6/20
Amen(?)
4958, 842·8529. !i/20
1967 OLDS 442. Excellent comlltlon. $1625.
Each
man
has
an
option
on
WANTED: Persons interegt.ed in oman~C~n~11~2~47~~~5~3~6.~5~/~1~9~--~~--:~-·
izin>r trip to INDY 500. Ask for Paul or
decency, honesty, and
21
ADMIRAL
TV.
Must
sacrifice.
$35
or
Stelln. 247·3411 or 865-4516. 6/20
offer. 1516 Tljel'tlll NE, #82. 6/19
responsibility; and no one else,
FEMALE ROO!>IMATE wanted !rom June
YAMAHA aos. $325. Dared out, 4600 whether elected or appointed or
1nt to Sept. lnt. Two broroom nlmrlmcnt
m!Jro, well kept. Duv;d •••·l'U. 5/19
born to the throne, can exercise
ncar UNI\1. Call 265..0764. li/20
-- --=----=-=""--- . that option for him. The ultimate
HAVE YOUR SANDALS ronde nt the
4)
FORRENT
f'lilr,_thc leather sbon tlmt believes In
responsibility is ours-and the
SUMMER
HOUSJN:_G-on-com_p_url_.-:l:::{i:-tch:;-c-n
qualtcY• 3205 Silver. SE. G/19
!n<iliti"' linen ocrvlcc, well !nmlsbcd. ultimate judgment shall be on our
WANT-TO n<:NT! .'l.lnmm-husbnn<!, stu•
$3!i/mon'th. 801 Y<\le NE. 247·21~1!: 6/20 heads.
dent•'Wi!e wnnt to rent a:pnttment during
Marilyn J. VanGraber
P.ARic liAVEN ArTS. En~~y nc"·. pool.
oumtn('r vaention pc..?ifJif Of!.~y. CMR Dox

5)

COMPLETE
OUTFIT
$10.00

procedures have been used
cynically and make a face of;
critics, regardless of the nature or
detail of their criticism, have been
categorized as McCarthyites and
enemies of academic freedom; and
now the day-by·day practical
administration of the University is
conducted under conditions of
necessity dictated by terrorists
who have gained enough power to
face an operational split of the
University and obtain a potential
base for intellectual guerilla
warfare.

Anderson has committed himself
on the M cGovern·Hatfield
amendment, but Montoya faces a
strong proponent of withdrawal
from Indochina (Rick Edwards) in
the primary.
Since it takes a great deal of
time to call this many people,
many more volunteers are needed.
Anyone offering their help would
be gratefully welcomed if they
would contact alcove two at the
Free University for pages from the
phone book, instructions for
canvassing, and a copy of the
amendment.
Joanne Fink

classes while the university was
closed had no way of knowing
that these problems were due
doesn't matter to Prof. DeVries.
He also passed out solutions when
he collected the homework, so of
course, late work will not be
accepted.
Fact three: Should you desire
to withdraw from EE 538,
Professor DeVries refuses to assign
a grade based upon the student's
current level of performance, but
evaluates instead on the criteria of
"fairness to the students who
choose to remain in this class."
I think that Prof. DeVries has
an excellent technical knowledge
of the subject he teaches and
presents the material in a clear
and interesting manner. However,
how can he be permitted to
intimidate his students and
operate in a manner which is
clearly outside the accepted
procedures of the University is
beyond my comprehension.
When you figure it out, please
Jet me know. I'm in the dark. ·
Richard M. White

Strike, War

on

i9G4 TRIUMPH 1200 convertible. Excellent, 88,000 witoly mil.,.. Below btu~ book
<tt .$45Q. Call 277·4812 dnys, 296-ti922
evcnings-Dr. Simone. 5/20
19G7 VW bus with sliding door, $1500;
Hnnnony Sovereign gu!tnr, $76; Durst
GQO enlarger.~. $80. Jeffrey Rovner, 604%
XlOuin!nnn s~. 5/19
FOR SALE: Orig,::ln.:..n""l~u-nn-d,.--cn-s""t-c-nn-d::le-s,
severn.! sizro nnd colors. 842~~~
EXCELLENT GRADUATION GIFT:
New, 14 cnrnt white gold, 17 jcwcl
wntch, with 10 single cut diamonds. Cost
-~:!'0; now $G5. Cnll 247-2546 or 243·3~

li'or summer r:em~tcr. E1ght ml!'pt.ea
{rom university. :Monthly lcll!le, ntilltle<J
paid. 2-4 stUdcnta ol<. Split rent:. 34440ti3. o/20
J?URNISHED ROOMS (or ront-f~mnle
upp~rcla"s or rn:nd student. UNM sUm•
mor GCS!ljpn. For information cnll 2986022. G/21!
_

6)

EMPLOYMENT

FIELD ENT.ERl'RlS::E::;S=E:;,::.du-cn-:t.,-lo-nnl--;-:C:;-o-r·
porntlon of Chi<!U'!o needs aumm~r hc)P
dcmonst.rnting cdUeatiortnl -rnatctJale 1n
the AlbuquerqUe nren. $500 manlh guaranteed If you qualify. !nt1rvlcwing May
22 nt Phccment Center. Contnct Mr.
Campbell for appointment. 5/20
WAITRESS: apply In person. PIZZA HUT,
8220 Lomnll NE. 5/20

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED: Immediately, If possible-two
bedroom unfurnished (except ror stove
and refrlg.) house In UNM l!l'en, preferably with gnrnge or b!lllemcnt. 842·
5418 morn. or eve. 5/20

Not Worth Paper

To the Editor:
For the past five years I have
watched with mounting
apprehension, and not silently,
the change at UNM. I am not
talking about the natural change
th::~t one can associate with
intellectual growth and progress,
but the revolutionary change
which has been accmpanied by
the purposive actions of a small
group of dedicated persons.
I have watched various
departments fall like dominoes;
the University publications have
either become instruments of
revolution or ~<Lopped publication;
student legislative and judicial

4/29,4/30, 5/1, 5/2, 5/3

Faculty and Students!
Support an

Experienced
Progressive
Friend of the
University.

DEL NORTE BAND BOOSTERS
presents-Direct from NBC'S "TONIGHT SHOW"

In Concert

for
Governor

1mth the

J)EL NORTE H. S. CO'NOERT and STAGE BAND
MAY 28, 1970 8:00 !'>.M.
STUDE:Ni UNION BAL.LROOM • U.N.M.
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For information, call277~4609
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Editorials

NEW

Using Political Alternatives
Today's. students are not tainted with
special interests. They are only morally
concerned. Their consciences are free. They
have not, like the generations before them,
quietly compromised themselves. They have
not lived long enough to assent meekly to
the shady dealings of a modern world. As a
group they are unprecedented in their belief
and persual of political morality as a goal.
The past week many thousands of
students poured into Washington, D.C. They
did not come to ensure the continuation of
their oil depletion allowance, their tax
loopholes. They came out of a belief in the
immorality of war.
There were among them the hangers-on,
the panty raid types who had discovered
thrills in activism, but a good many had
consciences that bade them, "Go to your
capitol, ask your President for peace."
For many students the experience in
Washington last week showed them that
government officials are not inaccessible.
Senators Packwood and Hatfield met
continuously with student groups hat
passed through their office doors. Even the
mysterious Mr. Nixon crept from the
seclusion of his offices to speak with
protestors. The President did not come for
an honest dialogue on the wisdom of his
Cambodian policy. He was making a gesture,
a feeble one of talk about football and
surfing. But the attempt was made. He made
a bid for student support.
When school ends for the summer many, a
majority, will return to their hometowns and
seek summer employment. There, activism
will die for most of them. But from the
turmoil of the last two weeks has emerged a
unity and a realization of the potential
political power of an effective student
organization.
Yale University has announced plans,
along with many other colleges, to allow
students two weeks :in the fall to campaign
for the candidates of their choice. In the
Union last week four people sat at

typewriters ready to write congressmen a
letter of personal· protest from individual
students. The University of Connecticut was
busily compiling statistics on the numbers
and amounts of U.S. Savings Bonds owned
by students and peace sympathizers to be
used as a monetary lever against the
administration.
These are signs that point to a new
direction in student voice. It is not the chant
of "Burn the ROTC building," or "Hang
Richard M." It is calmer now, cooler. It is
bringing into play a new kind of student
power-student political power. The energies
of seven million college students, if
effectively directed, will be an unignorable
force in the November congressional
elections.
We, the University community, can no
longer ignore or be ignored. The
establishment badly war;tts to reabsorb us in
the Democratic process, but we must not
echo their rhetoric, but rather seek to
change it; to turn around their perverted
priorities and seek to dismantle the military
complex that stands against peace.
We must now use the alternative to
radicalism, to burn:ing, to rock throwing.
Violence has served only to galvanize the
right and turn off sympathetic ears. Violence
has left at least eight of us dead. How can
students hope to play the game of murder
better than those so finely trained for itthe "guardians of law and order?"
We urge you not to abrogate whatever
small gains have been made in the past
weeks. Return home this summer as an
activist. Choose a candidate. Contact and
talk with him. Work for his election.
Even as I write this I know there will be
those who will call it a cop-out. But it is
harder to ring doorbells, paint posters, and
lick postage stamps than it is to throw
bombs, just as it is harder to reform than to
destroy.
Susan Stem

Cargo Sets Precedent
Governor Cargo made it plain to a group
of students visiting his office yesterday that
he wanted to discuss University problems
with any students wishing to take the
trouble to make an appointment with him
and go to Santa Fe.
A precedent has been set. Students have
gained entry to the fourth floor
iner-sanctum of the capitol building.
Among many discoveries the students and
the governor made about one another, the
primary revelation was the amazing
ignorance both parties showed for the other.
Du·ring the dialogue, comments,
harangues, and questions. that flowed back
and fourth, the governor made efforts to
understand information the students

brought to him about the realities of the
UNM campus disturbances last week.
If for no other reason than the students
and the governor laughed at a few jokes
together, and jawed at each other about the
pros and cons of using the National Guard
on campus 1 the meeting can be considered a
success. It succeeded not :in great promises
and great friendships, but because nine
students got :in the door.
The precedent is a valuable one. If interest
:in discussions with the governor can be
prolonged past this hot-under-the-collar time
and into next fall maybe the next governor
of New Mexico will talk more with students
and alert military forces less.
Barbara Morgan

MEXICO
SARAH LAIDLAW
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To The Editor:
Working for Peace
To the Editor:
OK. The crisis has been patched
over. The tragedy of the war is
still lingering on, but the major
cataclysm, for the time being at
least, has been averted. Grades
have pretty well been established
and with the variety of options
available, no one should be
complaining too loudly. There are
about two weeks left in the
semester before everyone scatters.
So, aside from occasionally
dropping in to the Free University
·or regular lectures, now what?
There should be only one
answer to that question-work for
peace~ Killing for peace has
availed us little, either here or in
Southeast Asia, but there is one
thing we all can do-petition for
peace.
The National Petition
Committee was organized on May
5 in Rochester, New York, by
three hitherto apolitical professors
and has already received the
endorsement of 12 U.S. Senators.

In two weeks it has spread to over
400 communities and the newly
formed Albuquerque branch
needs your help. The National
Petition Committee is out to
collect 20 million signatures and,
with fifty cents a signature, 10
million dollars. This money will
used to buy anti-war advertising
time and to aid candidates in the
fall elections who will support our
designated goals. Here is the
petition:
"We ask the U.S. Congress to
assert its Constitutional powers in
matters of war and peace, to
condemn our recent invasion of
Cambodia, and to require the
President to bring our troops
home. We wish no further military
involvement in Indochina."
The phrasing is mild, but it was
made so deliberately, for its goal
is to appeal to all shades of the
political spectrum. We are
confident that signatures on this
petition will reveal a gigantic
national resentment to our
Southeast Asia policy. The
petition asks only that Congress
reassert its traditional role in the

and nddr<rn~ mu•t he included. The
name of the author of the Jetter will
not be withheld.
·

malting of foreign policy, for the
errors of our past are small
compared with an unmoveable
bureaucracy and a President with
his ear closely pressed to the
Pentagon.
The local goals of the National
Petition Committee are 20,000
signatures and 10,000 dollars.
Moves are currently being made to
contact local churches,
community leaders, political
candidates, businesses, and service
organizations. A permanent
office, ttnder the directorship of
William Brisk, has been set up in
Mesa Vista Hall mad a permanent
desk has been set up in the Union,
manned by the Graduate Student
Association. This is a booth in the
Union that should not be
bypassed. Everyone should sign
this petition befo~e he leaves. Sign
it, give one to your parents, and
take several with you whereever
you go this summer. You may
find that millions of people hate
this war just as much as we do. We
need your help, your signature,
and even your 50 cents.
Ferenl.' M. Szasz
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Poor Listener Bombs-Out
With Dr. John's Sounds
By DAVE BRANDS
Obviously record companies distribute promotional
albums to various publications with hopes of getting some
free advertising. But as long as copies are sent to the review
editor without any remittances, the reviewer is quite a free
soul.
Even a talented adman with some abstract semblance of
musical taste would find it hard to compose decent
promotional prose for Dr. John, the Night Tripper's, latest
album, "Remedies" (ATCO, SD 33-316). Yet if this adman
were born in Liberia and somehow raised in Louisiana's
Cajun country the ad for remedies might have appeal-for
those born in Liberia and somehow raised in Louisiana's
Cajun country!
Dr. John comes through like a cross between Sammy Davis
and Moms Mabley, no offense to either. First-timers to
"Remedies" are immediately nauseated by side one. And
songs like "Loop Garoo," "Chippy, Chippy," and "Wash,
Mama, Wash" do the job. The chorus to the latter is a Mother
Goose comeback:
Rubba-dubba, rubb-dubba
In your tub.
Wash, mama, wash!
Really deep stuff; that's side one.
Side two exposes the first-time listener (now
semi-conscious) to a 17 and one-half minute melee of even
more unadulterated garbage. When the percussionist seems to
be beating out something outstanding, :in comes Dr. John
croaking more assinine drivel; and the listener knows by now
that he'll be hearing that croak until the record
rejects-blessing him with the din of silence.
If one is tuned-in to Dr. John's dialect, a combination of
contemporary soul and Cajun talk, the album may offer some
merit. But for one not so gifted he'll have to consider the
musical accompaniment. And since the music is likewise as
strange as the lyrics, grossly disintegrated and unmelodious,
the listener bombs-out altogether. Even supposing he listens
to the album enough to let it grow on him, who likes goiters?
Arthur Schopenhauer, the famous German philosopher,
described such noise and noise lovers in "The World as Will
and Idea."
"The amount of noise which anyone can bear undisturbed
stands in inverse proportion to his mental capacity, and may
therefore be regarded as a pretty fair measure of it ... Noise
is a torture to all intellectual people."

Editor:
Becoming Active

Letters are welcome nnd should he
no longer than 250 words typewritten, double apn.ccd. Nome, telephone

DON BURGE
Managing Editor

To the Editor:
In the wake of the
incompetency displayed at the
national and state levels by
President Nixon and Gov. Cargo
during the past few weeks, many
of us in the academic community
may ask what we can actually do
to make out feelings known
outside the University and to see
those feelings reflected in public
policy and actions.
From among several
alternatives, I would like to
suggest becoming active in
partisan politics. It is a reputable
activity, contrary to what many
think. It is difficult and
disappointing at times, hut it is
satisfyinf1, and it works. R. W.
Harris pointed out some
significant recent results of the
political process in last l~riday's
guest editorial and urged active
participation. As a graduate
student and a Democratic Party
official, 1 would also lilce to invite
members of the student body,
faculty, and staff to make the
Democratic Party the vehicle for
involvement. I believe our best
interests lie in so doing for many
reasons perhaps best
demonstrated by current
examples of Republican
I ea d ership. Why, for instance,
should we be surprised at the
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Nixon Cambodian caper? This is
the same old Nixon of the
McCarthy era, the campaign
against John Kennedy, and, more
recently, of the "silent majority";
a man whose word has
traditionally been worthless. At
the State level we have a
Republican of equal stature.
Governor Cargo has, ever since he
decided to make New Mexico his
steppingstonc to Washington,
displayed his duplicity by playing
bnth side~; of every important
iswc, After all, it is difficult to be
for paper mills and against
pollution, for educ1tion and
afjainst supporting it, and for the
Cambodian invasion and against
further involvement,
In the upcoming primary
elections, do we want to stand by
as a Helbing, a Sceresse, or a
Cargo is nominated? I hope not
and invite you to help in the
defeat of candidates who would
attempt to wreck UNM in order
to advance their own political
fortunes and in support of
candidates who will support UNM
and listen to the voice of the
friends of the University. To help,
you can call me at 282·370•!, the
Democratic H1!adq uarters at
242-2688, or the King for
Governor Headquarters at
265·3579.
Don Alberts
•
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